
  

Instruction Manual                 
* Before installing this product, please read this Instruction Manual to learn how to use the product correctly.  
* Please keep this Instruction Manual in a safe and convenient location for easy access. 
* If you plan to transfer ownership of your vehicle with this product already installed to a third party, be sure to include this manual. 

SMARTPHONE CONTROLLER
Applicable vehicle 

type 
Product No. 

All-terrain 87352 
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■Precautions■ 
* Daytona Corp. is not liable for any accidents or damages caused by misuse, or usage that does not 

follow the instructions or cautions stated in this manual. 
* The product is covered by the warranty provisions stated on the back of the warranty card. Please read 

and understand the warranty provisions and keep the warranty card along with this Instruction Manual in 
a safe place. 

The following symbols are used in this Instruction Manual to highlight important 
precautions regarding appropriate installation, usage, and maintenance. 

WARNING 
This symbol indicates the presence of information about risk of death or serious injury 
that could be caused if you use the product without meeting the requirements. 

CAUTION 
This symbol indicates the presence of information about risk of injury or material 
damage that could be caused if you use the product without meeting the requirements.

 

 
ENFORCE 

This symbol indicates actions to be 
enforced.  

PROHIBIT

This symbol indicates that the described 
actions are prohibited. 

 
VIOLATION 

This symbol indicates that the described 
actions may be violation of laws, 
depending on conditions. 

 
OTHERS 

This symbol indicates the presence of 
other warnings and/or cautions. 

 
DO NOT 

DISASSEMBLE 

This symbol indicates that the described 
action is prohibited. 

NO WET 

This symbol indicates that the described 
action is prohibited. 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

・ Do not use the product in the vicinity of automatic control devices, such as automatic doors or fire 
alarms. Otherwise, radio waves might adversely affect those devices, leading to accidents caused by 
possible malfunction. 

・ Never use the product inside an airplane, on airport premises, in the vicinity of broadcasting stations, or 
inside hospitals. Doing so may adversely affect flight safety, operation of radio stations, or reception of 
broadcasting signals. Or, it might cause damage or malfunction of medical equipment. 

・ Be sure to turn off the power to the product inside any medical facility, such as a hospital. Do not use the 
product in the vicinity of medical measurement devices or pace makers. Doing so may adversely affect 
these medical devices. 

・ Do not use or leave the product in locations exposed to high-temperature or high-humidity, or in the 
vicinity of heating devices. Doing so may cause the product to deform, generate heat, generate fire, 
explode, electrocute, or malfunction. 

・ Never disassemble, alter, or repair the product. Doing so may cause fire, injuries, electrocution, or 
malfunction. If you need a repair, consult Daytona Corp. or your local dealer. 

・ Do not cover the product with cloth. Doing so may cause fire or injuries due to heat buildup. 
・ Do not contaminate the surface with oil or grease. Surfaces contaminated with gasoline or oil may 

deteriorate or cause malfunction. 
・ Do not expose the product to strong impacts. Do not throw the product. Doing either may cause 

malfunction. 
・ Pay careful attention to prevent objects, such as liquid or metal fragments, from entering inside the 

product. Otherwise, electrocution, fire or malfunction may be caused. 

・ Use the product correctly. Also, observe warnings and cautions given by the manufacturer of the 
connecting device. 

・ Do not use the product if it is in abnormal condition, for example, if it is generating smoke or a burning 
smell. Doing so may cause electrocution or fire. Stop using the product immediately. 

・ Never operate the buttons on the product while driving the vehicle. This is very dangerous. Before 
operating any button on the product, be sure to park the vehicle in a safe location. Otherwise, a traffic 
accident may be caused. Do not stare at the screen of a connected device, such as a smartphone, while 
driving the vehicle. 

WARNING 

PROHIBIT 
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・ Although this product features dust and water resistance, do not install, store or leave it in locations 
exposed to water, high humidity, dust, or oily smoke. Doing so may cause malfunction. 

・ Do not leave the product in locations subject to direct sunlight or high temperature for a long period of 
time. Doing so may cause damage, such as deformation of the product. 

・ Do not install the product in a location on the vehicle that could be unstable or interfere with driving. 
Doing so may cause the product to fall while you are driving, or may cause a traffic accident. 

・ Daytona Corp. is not liable in any way for any loss of data or apps or software on the connected 
device that is caused during usage of this product. Before you start using the product, be sure to 
keep a backup of the data on the connecting device. Also, back up such data regularly. 

・ For maintenance, do NOT use any solution that contains a volatile organic solvent, such as benzine or 
thinner. Otherwise, the surface may be damaged or the product may malfunction. 

・ Before using the product while driving the vehicle, be sure that you understand local laws and 
ordinances. 

・ This product features certification of conformance to technical standards based on the Wireless Radio 
Act in Japan. If you plan to use the product outside of Japan, obey the wireless radio wave laws in the 
country of usage. 

・ The product uses a frequency band of 2.4GHz. Bluetooth features the same frequency band as a 
2.4GHz wireless device or wireless LAN device, and may adversely affect performance of devices that 
use the same frequency band. Before you start using this product, make sure that there are no wireless 
stations nearby. If the product causes radio interference with other wireless stations, stop operating the 
product immediately (i.e., stop discharging radio wave).

・ Please note that if software on the connecting device is updated or changed, this product might 
not operate properly. 

・ Please note that if an abnormal situation occurs, for example, if you are unable to control the 
connected device via this product, you may need to reset the connected device. 
* If you reset the device, all stored settings and data will be deleted. Be sure to keep a backup of 
the data on your device before you start using this product. 

・ This product features a water-resistant design. However, it is not completely water-proof. Do not use the 
product in the rain for a long period of time. Doing so may cause malfunction. 

・ Do not leave the product in locations exposed to water, or soak it in water. Do not connect or disconnect 
cables with wet hands. Otherwise, heat, fire, electrocution, or malfunction may be caused. 

・ Please note that malfunction caused by water is not covered by the warranty. 
・ Store the product in a location out of reach of toddlers. Otherwise, they might accidentally swallow parts 

or attachments, or be injured. 
 

・ This product can be used with devices that support the Bluetooth HID profile (such as smartphones and 
tablet PCs). Some connecting devices that support the HID profile may not work properly depending on 
the specifications of those devices. 

・ Compatible operating systems include iOS6/7/8.1.1, and Android version 4.0 or higher. The 
operation may vary depending on the model of your device and/or OS version. 
* Daytona Corp. does not necessarily guarantee normal operation of all devices that feature an 

OS supported by this product. 
* If you use an Android device, select the setting for the device manufacturer's standard Home 

screen. 
 The box cursor will not appear on any screens other than the manufacturer's standard Home 

screen. 
・ You may need to change the settings for the keyboard and character input method, depending on the 

type of the connecting device. 
・ This product is unable to control all functions of the connecting device. Also, depending on the model of 

the connecting device, operating condition and operation of this product may vary. Please note that this 
product functions in a manner similar to Bluetooth wireless keyboards. You can control the same 
functions as wireless keyboards. 

 Wirelessly connects and controls a Bluetooth-enabled smartphone or tablet. 
* Limited to devices that feature the Bluetooth HID profile. Supported operating systems: 

iOS6/7/8.1.1; Android version 4.0 or higher 
 An impressive 40 hours of continued use. 

* This may vary depending on the environment or driving conditions. 
 Mountable on wide range of surfaces, from a φ22.2mm handlebar to a φ38 grip. 
 HID-supported profile. 

* Some Bluetooth devices with a matched profile may not work. 
 Water-resistant design -- for peace of mind in case of unexpected rain. (IPX6 water-resistant standard)  

(* Not completely waterproof) 
 Up to approx. 10m of sight distance for communication via the Bluetooth Standard Class 2 output. 

* This may vary depending on the environment or driving conditions. 
 Works on button batteries (SR44 x 2pcs.). No power cable required. (* Supplied batteries have been 

used to check the operation at the factory. ) 
 

ENFORCE 

VIOLATION 

OTHERS 

CAUTION 
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 Using the Smartphone Controller  
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1. Installing batteries 
 

Remove the battery case lid on the side panel of the Smartphone Controller using a coin, insert the button batteries included in the 
package into the battery case, and then replace the lid. 
 

CAUTION 
* Insert the button batteries in the correct orientation by paying attention to the polarity of the batteries. 
* Attach the water-resistant O-ring carefully before you replace the lid. If the position of the O-ring is slightly off, water-resistant 

performance will decline and water might enter the unit. 
* The rotatable angle of the battery case lid is about 5 degrees. Do not use force to rotate it further. 

Otherwise, the lid will be damaged. 
* Supplied batteries have been used to check the operation at the 

time of shipment from the factory. 
Therefore, the life of the original batteries may be short. 
Daytona Corp. recommends that you replace the batteries 
before you start using the Smartphone Controller. 

 

・Remote controller x1 ・Spacer x2 ・Clamp x1 ・Clamp fixing screw x2 
・Rubber spacer 

(Long) (Short) x2 each 

Escape button 

Cross joystick 

Power button 
Enter button 

Clamp fixing 
screw 

LED 
indicator 

Home button 

Clamp 

Battery 
case lid

O-ring 

Button 
battery 

Spacer 

Clamp 

Clamp 
fixing 
screw 

Spacer 

Rubber spacer 

* If the diameter of the handlebar is 
φ25.4mm or φ22.2mm, attach the 
rubber spacers to the inner side of the 
spacers. 

Open Close 

＋ － 

2. Installing the Smartphone Controller on your vehicle 
 

・Remove the clamp fixing screws to remove the clamp from the Smartphone Controller body, and then install the clamp and 
Smartphone Controller body in a location on the handlebar or grip that will not interfere with your driving. 

 Use the supplied spacers or rubber spacers, depending on the thickness of the handlebar or grip. The inner diameter of the 
Smartphone Controller is approximately φ38mm without any spacers. The diameter will become φ31mm if the spacers are attached. 
If the diameter of the handlebar is φ25.4mm or φ22.2mm, attach the rubber spacers to the inner side of the spacers. 

 

CAUTION 
* Do not insert the clamp fixing screws on a slant, and do not tighten them too much. Otherwise, the screw holes on the Smartphone 

Controller and the clamp fixing screws will be damaged. Tighten the screws carefully. 
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3. Operating the Smartphone Controller 
 

【Power On】 
While the power is off, press the Power button once. 
(The LED indicator lights up or flashes red.) 
 

 ・iOS mode ............. Lights up steady. 
 ・Android mode ...... Flashes. 
 

* The LED indicator lights up or flashes for three 
seconds before turning off, and then starts flashing, 
indicating that the Smartphone Controller 
automatically enters pairing mode. 

 

【Power Off】 
While the power is on, press the Power button once. 

 
* If the Power button yields approximately 2mm when you push it lightly, 

the power to the Smartphone Controller has already been turned on. 
 

【Pairing】 
(1) OS setting 

Before performing the pairing operation, you must select the 
OS mode that matches the OS of the connecting device. 
While the Smartphone Controller is turned off, press the 
Power button while pressing and holding down the Home 
button and the Escape button. Repeating this operation will 
toggle the OS setting options. 
The LED status indicates the current OS setting option as 
follows: 
* Factory initial setting is iOS mode. 
・iOS … When the power is turned on, the LED indicator lights up 

red for three seconds, and then two small LEDs inside 
the indicator alternately flash red. 

・Android … When the power is turned on, the LED indicator 
flashes red. 
 

 《Important》 Read this before pairing! 
The Smartphone Controller may be unable to unlock the screen on certain devices if the screen lock or passcode lock 
function is enabled on those devices. Therefore, first disable the screen lock and passcode lock functions on your 
connecting device before performing the pairing operation. Also, if the connected device enters sleep mode, pressing the 
Home button on the Smartphone Controller may not display the home screen on the device. Daytona Corp. recommends 
that you keep sleep mode disabled on the connected device until you learn how to use the Smartphone Controller very well. 

 

(2) Pairing 
 

   ・Make sure that the power to the Smartphone Controller is turned off, and then turn it on. In approximately three seconds, the 
Smartphone Controller will enter pairing mode. If the LED indicator is flashing red, the Smartphone Controller is ready for pairing. 

* If the Smartphone Controller is unable to find a connecting device within approximately 90 seconds after the LED 
indicator starts flashing red, then pairing mode will expire and the LED indicator will turn off. In this case, power 
off the Smartphone Controller, and then restart the pairing operation from the beginning. 

・Prepare the connecting device for pairing. 

 

 

 

* For more information, please refer to the instruction manual for the connecting device, or contact your local 
dealer. Please note that Daytona Corp. is unable to answer questions regarding products other than ours. 

 

・After a while, the flashing LED indicator will turn off, and pairing is complete. 
 

* If the device is still not connected after the flashing LED indicator turns off, please restart the pairing operation 
from the beginning. 

 
* If the device is unable to pair with the Smartphone Controller within 90 seconds after the LED indicator changes 

from simultaneous flashing to alternate flashing, the LED indicator will automatically turn off.   In this case, 
restart the pairing operation from the beginning. 

* While the Smartphone Controller is connected to the device, if you press the Power button, the connection 
between the device and the Smartphone Controller may not be cut off immediately. If you press the Power button 
repeatedly under this condition, operation of the Smartphone Controller may become unstable. Also, the Cross 
joystick may not work properly, or other symptoms may occur. In this case, turn off the power to the Smartphone 
Controller, and wait to make sure that the connection with the device is cut off completely. Then, turn on the 
power to the Smartphone Controller again. The LED indicator will flash (in Android mode) or light up (in iOS 
mode) for three seconds, and then it will turn off. And then, when the LED indicator starts flashing again, press 
any button other than the Power button once, and try to connect to the device. If the problem is not resolved, 
restart the pairing operation from the beginning. If the problem persists after attempting to pair again, try to reset 
the connecting device. 

* If you are connecting an Android device, select the manufacturer's standard Home screen on the device. 
Home screens provided by cellphone carriers are not compatible. Also, please note that navigation and 
available options on the screen may vary depending on the device. 

While pressing and holding down 
the Home button and the Escape 
button, turn on the power to the 
Smartphone Controller. 

Power On

LED 

CAUTION 

CAUTION 

Pressing the Power button 
repeatedly toggles 
between power on and off. 

CAUTION 

CAUTION 

CAUTION 

CAUTION 

CAUTION 
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CAUTION 

 

 

〈Connecting to an iPhone〉* iOS6, 7, 8.1.1. 

1. Select 
"Settings." 

2. Select 
"Bluetooth." 

3. Turn on 
Bluetooth. 

4. Select "SMART- 
CONTROLLER" 
for DEVICES. 

5. When 
"Connected" is 
displayed, 
pairing is 
complete. 

〈Connecting to an Android device〉 * Android version 4.0 or higher 
 * An example of connecting to a Samsung Galaxy NoteⅡ (SC-02E) 

1. Select 
"Settings." 

2. Turn on 
Bluetooth. 

3. Touch 
"Bluetooth." 

4. Touch "Scan," 
then select 
"SMART- 
CONTROLLER" 
from the 
"Available 
devices" list. 

5. When 
"Connected to 
input device" is 
displayed, 
pairing is 
complete. 

 
* Screens and settings may vary depending on the model of your device. Refer to the instruction manual for your device for more 

information on the pairing operation. 
* Be sure to use the manufacturer's standard Home screen. Cellphone carriers' Home screens are not supported. 
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(3) Setting up the connecting device 
<iPhone> 

Turn on the VoiceOver function in the iPhone settings. (This function speaks text on the screen.) 
When the VoiceOver function is enabled, a small box cursor appears over the app icon list. You can move this box around using the 
Cross joystick to select an app.  

 

Important: 
* If the automatic passcode lock function is turned on, you will be unable to unlock the screen via the Smartphone Controller. Turn off 

the passcode lock function on your device before using the Smartphone Controller. 
* VoiceOver will speak text on the screen and allow hands-free operation. 
* VoiceOver changes the gestures used to control iPhone. If VoiceOver is enabled, you must use the VoiceOver gestures to 

control your iPhone, or disable VoiceOver. Please refer to the user's manual for your iPhone regarding the VoiceOver 
operation. If you are unable to cancel VoiceOver, activate Siri and speak "VoiceOver Off" into the iPhone's microphone to 
turn VoiceOver off. 

* To unlock the smartphone screen, press the Home button on the Smartphone Controller two or three times. Please note that 
the Home button will be disabled if you try to unlock the screen using any button other than the Home button. If the Home 
button is disabled, turn off the power to the Smartphone Controller, then try to connect to the device again. 

《Navigating your iPhone》 

1. Moving the 
cursor 
 
Move the 
Cross joystick 
to the left or 
right to move 
the cursor 
and select an 
app. 

2. Navigating 
the Home 
screen 
 
Move the cursor 
to the dock as 
shown on the 
left, then move 
the Cross 
joystick up or 
down to turn 
pages. 

3. Using the 
Rotor function 
 
Tilt the Cross 
joystick toward the 
upper-left or 
upper-right to 
display the Rotor 
and select an 
option item. Then, 
move the Cross 
joystick up or 
down to adjust the 
corresponding 
item, such as the 
volume level, etc. 

Select a Rotor 
function item 

Adjust the 
function item 

1. Select "Settings." 2. Select "General." 3. Select "Accessibility." 

4. Select "VoiceOver." 

5. Turn on "VoiceOver". 
6. When the VoiceOver 

function is enabled, a box 
cursor appears over 
"Accessibility." 

7. Press the Home button on the 
Smartphone Controller to display 
the Home screen on your 
iPhone. The box cursor appears 
on one of the app icons. 
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4. Activating functions or apps 
Move the cursor over the item or app that you want to execute, then press the Enter button. 

5. Returning to the previous page 
Press the Escape button to go back to the previous layer's page in the Settings or other screens. 

6. Returning to the Home screen 
Press the Home button to display the Home screen. The Home button on the Smartphone Controller offers the same functions as the 
home button on the iPhone. For example, pressing the Home button twice quickly will display multi-task app icons. Pressing and holding 
down the Home button will activate Siri. 

CAUTION 
* You may be unable to operate some apps via the Smartphone Controller. For more information on the functions of your smartphone, 

please contact your local smartphone dealer. Please note that Daytona Corp. is unable to answer questions regarding smartphone 
functionality. 

* To unlock the screen, be sure to press the Home button on the Smartphone Controller two or three times. Please note that the Home 
button will be disabled if you try to unlock the screen using any button other than the Home button. If the Home button is disabled, turn 
off the power to the Smartphone Controller, then try to connect to the device again. 

* If the automatic passcode lock function is turned on, you will be unable to unlock the screen via the Smartphone Controller. Turn off the 
passcode lock function on your device before using the Smartphone Controller. 

《Navigating your Android device》 
When the device is connected and the Home screen is displayed, a small box cursor appears over the icon of one of the available apps. 
This indicates that you can control your Android device via the Smartphone Controller. 
1. Moving the cursor 

Move the Cross joystick up and down or left and right to move the cursor. 
2. Activating the functions or apps 

Move the cursor over the item or app that you want to execute, then press the Enter button. 
3. Returning to the previous page 

Press the Escape button to go back to the previous layer's page in the Settings or other screens. 
4. Returning to the Home screen 

Press the Home button to display the Home screen. 
* To unlock the screen, press the Home button on the Smartphone Controller two or three times. 
* The Home button offers the same functions as the home button on your smartphone.  

CAUTION 
* The box cursor will not appear on any screens other than the manufacturer's standard Home screen. Be sure to use the 

manufacturer's standard Home screen. 
* You may be unable to unlock the screen via the Smartphone Controller. In this case, cancel the security protection for the 

screen lock setting of your smartphone before using the Smartphone Controller. Also, with some models of connecting 
devices, you may be unable to display the Home screen by pressing the Home button on the Smartphone Controller if the 
device is in sleep mode. In this case, set the connecting device so that it will not enter sleep mode. 

* Connecting the device via Bluetooth to the Smartphone Controller is similar to connecting the device to a keyboard. 
Therefore, with some device models, the character input screen may not be displayed. If you want to display the character 
input screen on your device, turn off the power to the Smartphone Controller. 

* You may be unable to operate some apps via the Smartphone Controller. For more information on the functionality of your 
smartphone, please contact your local smartphone dealer. Please note that Daytona Corp. is unable to answer questions regarding 
smartphone functionality. 

【Reconnecting the Smartphone Controller after power-off】 
Turn on the power to the Smartphone Controller. The LED indicator will flash (in Android mode) or light up (in iOS mode) for three 
seconds, and then it will turn off. When the LED indicator starts flashing again, press any button other than the Power button once to 
connect the Smart-Controller to the device. 

* Some devices may take a while to reconnect to the Smartphone Controller. If you are unable to reconnect to the 
Smartphone Controller, restart the pairing operation from the beginning. 

【Sleep mode】 
If you do not operate the Smartphone Controller for more than five minutes while the power is on, it will enter sleep mode 
automatically. To cancel sleep mode, press the Home button two or three times.      

* You may be unable to cancel sleep mode by pressing the Home button just once, depending on the connected 
device. 
In this case, press the Home button a few times consecutively. 

* If you are using the Smartphone Controller with an iOS device, be sure to press the Home button on the 
Smartphone Controller to cancel sleep mode. Please note that the Home button will be disabled if you try to 
cancel sleep mode using any button other than the Home button. If the Home button is disabled, turn off the 
power to the Smartphone Controller, then turn it on again to connect the device. The Home button will now be 
enabled. 

【Button functions】 
・Power button … Turns on or off the power to the Smartphone Controller. 
・Enter button … Activates apps on the connected device. 
・Escape button … Displays the previous page or layer on the connected device. 
・Cross joystick … Moves the cursor. 
・Home button … Displays the Home screen on the connected device. 

* Depending on the connected device, some buttons may be disabled. 

・Functions and Operations 
Function Action Result

Power on Press the Power button once. The LED indicator lights up or flashes red.

Power off Press the Power button once.  
Pairing Power on the Smartphone Controller. After approximately three seconds, the Smartphone Controller automatically will 

enter pairing mode.

Pairing complete  The Bluetooth icon on the connected device will change to indicate that a 
connection has been established.

Reconnect Press any button other than the Power button. You can navigate the screen on the connected device. 
 

CAUTION 

CAUTION 

CAUTION 
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Return to the previous 
screen 
(You cannot return to the 
main menu.) 

Press the Escape button once. Press the Escape button repeatedly to step back through previous screens one by 
one. 

Return to the Home screen Press the Home button once. The Home screen appears. * The operation varies depending on the functionality of 
the home button on the connected device.

Confirm Press the Enter button once. The selected app will be activated.

Display multi-task icons 
(iOS) 

Press the Home button twice consecutively. Multi-task icons will appear.

Task Manager (Android) Press and hold down the Home button. Task Manager will appear.

Move the cursor Move the Cross joystick up/down or left/right 
once. 

The cursor will move.

Cancel sleep mode Press any button other than the Power button 
once. 

Sleep mode will be canceled, and you will be able to control the connected device 
via the Smartphone Controller.

Switch OS While pressing and holding down the Home 
button and Escape button simultaneously, 
power on the Smartphone Controller. 

If the LED indicator lights up red for three seconds when the power is turned on, 
iOS mode has been selected. If the LED flashes red, Android mode has been 
selected. While pressing and holding down the Home button and the Escape 
button, press the Power button repeatedly to toggle between iOS mode and 
Android mode.

* Depending on the characteristics, specifications, settings or environments of some connected devices, operation may 
vary, or some functions may be unavailable. Also, the connected device may malfunction or become unstable. 

* If the device malfunctions or the operation become unstable, turn off the power to the Smartphone Controller, then turn it 
on again. Alternatively, try to perform the pairing operation from the beginning. 

・Troubleshooting 
Symptom Item to check Action 

Power does not 
turn on 

Are the batteries inserted in the correct orientation? Check the polarity of the batteries. 
Could the batteries be worn out? Replace the batteries with new ones. 
Is the battery case lid attached securely? Attach the battery case lid firmly. 

Incomplete 
pairing 

Is the Smartphone Controller in pairing mode? Review the pairing method and perform the pairing operation from the beginning.

Is the connecting device in pairing mode? 
Check the instruction manual for the connected device. 

Is the profile of the connected device compatible with 
the Smartphone Controller? 
Could there be other Bluetooth-enabled devices in 
the vicinity? 

Turn off the power to all devices other than the one for pairing. 

Cannot control 
the connected 
device. 

Is the Smartphone Controller in OS mode that 
matches the OS of the connected device? 

Double-check the OS mode setting. If the setting is incorrect, change it 
accordingly. 

Check the settings on the connected device. 
If you are using an iOS device, turn on the VoiceOver function in the Accessibility 
settings. 

Could the connected device be located too far from 
the Smartphone Controller? 

The maximum communication distance between the Smartphone Controller and 
the device is approximately 10m (Class2) of sight distance. Use the device within 
10m of the Smartphone Controller. 
* Even if the sight distance is less than 10m, operation of some devices may 
become unstable, depending on the environment and conditions. 

Could noise be generated from the vehicle? 
Locate the device away from the noise source. Alternatively, try to reduce the 
noise level of the vehicle. 

Could pairing be off? 
Turn off, and then turn on the power to the Smartphone Controller, or perform the 
pairing operation from the beginning. 

Could your device be displaying a home screen that 
is not the manufacturer's original Home screen on the 
connected device? (Android) 

Be sure to use the manufacturer's standard Home screen. 

Could the Smartphone Controller be in sleep mode? 
If you do not operate the Smartphone Controller for more than five minutes, it will 
enter sleep mode. To cancel sleep mode, press any button other than the Power 
button two or three times. 

The smartphone 
does not display 
the character 
input panel 

Could the Smartphone Controller be connected to the 
smartphone? 

If the Smartphone Controller is connected to the smartphone, the smartphone 
will recognize the Smartphone Controller as a wireless keyboard. Therefore, on 
certain device models, the character input panel will not be displayed. In this 
case, turn off the power to the Smartphone Controller, or turn Bluetooth off. 

 
・Bluetooth specifications 

Version Version 3.0 
Transmission output Class2 
Maximum 
communication 
distance 

Approximately 10m of sight distance. * Variable depending on the 
operating environment. 

Frequency band 2.4GHz (2.4000GHz - 2.4835GHz) 
Supported profile HID 
Device name SMARTPHONE CONTROLLER 

* Even if your Bluetooth-enabled connected device conforms to Bluetooth standards as described above, the device may not be able to 
communicate with other devices, depending on the characteristics and specifications of those devices. 
Also, the operation, screens, or behavior of the device may vary, or it may be unable to transfer or receive data to and from other devices. 

* For more information on using Bluetooth-enabled devices, please refer to the instruction manual for the corresponding device. 
* Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth-SIG Inc. in the United States. 
* iPhone® and Siri® are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
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